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1. Literature

The primary papers we used for the construction of our model are:

● History of the Lunar Orbit by Peter Goldreich 1966
● Evolution of the Earth-Moon System by Jihad Touma and Jack Wisdom 1994



2. Application Background

● The Mystery: The motion of the Moon is no longer along its original orbit due to the 
tidal friction in the Earth-Moon system, a process that transfers angular momentum 
from the Earth's spin to the lunar orbit

● The effect of tidal friction also brings up a question with a seemingly counterintuitive 
answer: with the effect of tidal friction, energy within the system should be lost, and 
if energy is being lost, then why is the moon moving further away from the Earth?

Modeling the system will be the key to unraveling this mystery!



2. Application Background

Image Credit:  Peter Sobchak - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=35889221



2. Application Background cont.

The Earth-Moon system is difficult to 
completely model due to effects from:

● Disturbing potential from other planets
● Tidal friction from Earth/Moon
● The sun’s effect on the system
● Imperfections in their own orbits
● Large magnitude of numbers involved

Image Credit: Geologician, Homunculus 2 - from English Wikipedia, CC BY 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=23379433



3. Goldreich Model

Three time scales: 

● Orbital (short, ~1 month)
● Precessional (intermediate, 1000s of years)
● Tidal (long, 1+ million years)

Precessional and Tidal Friction Equations viable 
on the intermediate time scale.



4. Methodology



5. Implementation and Results

The initial values of several different components of the system have been computed.

Orbital data has been obtained for the ‘short’ time scale (1 lunar orbit). The average of this 
data is used for the ‘long’ time scale.



5. Implementation and Results



5. Implementation and Results

● The values for x, y, z, and w over one period of w are calculated. 
● The averages of these values will be used to integrate the tidal friction equations on 

the long time scale



5. Implementation and Results



6. Summary

We are in-progress of implementing Goldreich’s 
models within our numerical environment (Python).

At the time of his work in 1966, numerical tools 
were greatly limited in comparison to what is 
available today.

These advances in numerical methods provide us 
the capability to run these models at a level of 
precision unavailable at the time. 

We can compare our modern results to Goldreich’s 
that he offers within his paper.

ArnoldReinhold / CC BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)

Goldreich ran his model on an IBM 7094 - each time step on the ‘long’ 
scale (1+ million years) took 20 seconds to finish. With modern 
technology, this can be run both faster and with more precision



6. Summary: Back to the Mystery

● Tidal friction decreases angular 
momentum of the Earth, this 
energy is transferred to the lunar 
orbit, increasing the 
Earth-Moon distance.

● Eventually, the Earth becomes 
tidally locked with the Moon, 
such that one day will become 
the period of the lunar orbit. 



7. Plan for Final Report

1. Complete the implementation of Goldreich’s model within our numerical 
environment

a. Implement the Runge-Kutta 4 approach for the long time scale
b. Run the simulation on the long time scale with high precision

2. Compare numerical results with Goldreich (with what is available)
3. Identify any differences of interest that may have not been present before
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